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Knowing Our Work in Numbers

Singapore Christian Home (SCH) was started by three Christian friends way back in 1960.
The mission then was to take-in destitute ladies from the streets. From a humble 33-bed
facility then, the Home have come a long way and now a 240-bed not for profit nursing
home licensed by the Ministry of Health. The Home provides residential and respite nursing
and medical care to destitute and persons from very low-income families. In addition, the
Home also care for medically fragile children and young adults and dialysis patients. The
Home has gathered a strong multi-disciplinary team comprising full time and visiting
consultants in rendering assistance to the residents’ in daily living activities, medical,
geriatric, psychiatric, dermatological and nutrition care, physiotherapy, occupational and
speech therapy, emotional support and financial assistance.
The Home also works with volunteers from institutions, organisations, community groups
and grassroots leaders to befriend and bring joy to the residents, promote their
psychosocial and spiritual well-being through enriching activities. To look after residents’
spiritual needs, pastoral care and support are offered through churches and organisations.

To serve its residents in the spirit of love and to provide for their needs in an environment of
warmth and friendliness.

A place where staff serve with love and pride and residents call ‘Home’.

Unique Entity Number

S77SS0040C

Registered Address

20 Sembawang Crescent, Singapore 757092

The Private Hospitals and Medical
Clinics ACT (PHMCA) Licence

4800130/10/212
14 May 2021 – 13 May 2023

Registry of Society (ROS) Number /
ROS Registration Date

138/77 / 10 August 1977

Institute of Public Character (IPC)
Registration Number / Validity Date

HEF0028/G / 22 Jan 2020 – 21 Jan 2023

Banker

United Overseas Bank

Auditor

SH Ong LLP
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Year 2020 was an unprecedented year in the short history of the Home.

The world, Singapore and the Home continue to navigate cautiously and

carefully within the disruptions and challenges posed by the COVID-19

pandemic where the residents we serve could have been affected by the
various strains of the virus. We thank God for His merciful protection on
both the residents and staff.

During this period of uncertainty and challenging environment, the Home
is still committed to the well-being of our residents and staff. The Home

took guidance from the Ministry of Health (MOH) and Agency of Integrated
Professor Wee Chow Hou

Care (AIC) advisories by adhering and implementing strict safe distancing

measures with flexibility. For example, to protect the residents, the staff

were housed at designated hotel and provided them with dedicated
transportation to and from the Home for over a month. During this period,

they were not allowed to venture out from the designated hotel after work.
To protect the residents who are old and frail, visitations were generally

restricted based on the guidelines imposed by the authority. The Home

rely on technology such as WhatsApp call for the residents to connect with
their loved ones. During this time, we also saw an increased in donation of
electronic equipment such as tablets and MediaPads.

While the residents were not allowed to travel out of the Home even for the
park opposite the Home, they were engaged through activities such as

cooking sessions, electronic and video games, desk top activities and
Bingo Games. I truly appreciate the hard work and positive spirit shown by
the staff and management team. They are making these sacrifices for the

greater good, and to protect the most vulnerable among us. It is indeed my
privilege and pleasure to have served alongside with the team.
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I would also like to extend my utmost sincere appreciation to Ministry of
Health (MOH), Agency for Integrated Care (AIC), partnering organisations,
donors, volunteers, well-wishers, the Board of Directors and Sub-

Committees for their unwavering support and steadfast dedication for the
Home and the residents.

In addition, as part of the Board renewal and succession planning process,
5 Board of Director had stepped down. On behalf of the Home, I would like
to take this opportunity to thank Mr Lee Hock Seng, Mr Steven Wong Siew

Weng, Mr Ashley Tan Yong Hui, Dr Keow Yeong Ming and Mrs Woo Chu Sin

for their leadership, dedication, commitment and enormous contribution to
the Home during their tenure of office.

Regardless of the situation, with God’s grace, we do not stop in evolving
our service, putting in every effort to care for the well-being of the residents
and making the Home an even more conducive place for them.

Project Happiness, a Wellness Support Package, funded by AIC, is helping

nursing homes to develop a structured and sustainable framework to
upskill staff in conducting regular varied and meaningful engagement

activities for residents to promote their wellbeing. In this project, the
residents will have new and different experiences with recreational and art

activities, such as Tai Chi, Creative Movement, Creative Music Programme
and My Recipe. Under the project, the Home will also be able to engage a
consultant to provide training for staff on person-centric activities.

As Year 2021 draws to a close, we pray that the global pandemic situation
would ease and stabilise with the aggressive vaccination program adopted
by various countries around the world. We also pray for God’s guidance,
protection and mercy to allow the Home to manoeuvre in the new norms so
as to take good care of our residents.
Professor Wee Chow Hou
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September 2020 – September 2022

PRESIDENT

PATRON

Prof Wee Chow Hou

Assoc Prof Ho Peng Kee

University Professor

( *with effect from July 2014 )

VICE PRESIDENT

SECRETARY

ASSISTANT SECRETARY

Managing Director

Retiree ( Information Technology )

Senior Consultant

Mr Lim Meng Wee

( *with effect from September 2019 )

Ms Leong Soon Peng

( *with effect from September 2019 )

TREASURER

ASSISTANT TREASURER

Head of Information

Risk / Investment Management

Mr Yeow Ooh Teng
( “with effect from January 2021 )

Mr Chia Ko Wen

( *with effect from September 2020 )

Mr Ng Chun Leong

( *with effect from September 2018 )

DIRECTORS
Dr Chan Kin Ming

Mr Choo Kim Seng

Miss Goh Lee Kian

( *with effect from July 2009 )

( *with effect from September 2019 )

( *with effect from July 2013 )

Medical Practitioner

Retiree (Project Management)

Mr Koh Soo Keong

Ms Ng Thai Lee

( *with effect from September 2019 )

( *with effect from May 2011 )

Director

Head of Human Resource

Senior Lecturer

TRUSTEES

APPRECIATION TO PAST SERVICE

Prof Wee Chow Hou
Mr Lim Meng Wee
Ms Leong Soon Peng
Mr Yeow Ooh Teng ( *with effect from January 2021 )

Dr Keow Yeong Ming
Mr Lee Hock Seng
Mr Ashley Tan Yong Hui
Mrs Woo Chu Sin
Mr Steven Wong Siew Weng

September 2020 – September 2022

*Date first elected to the Board of Directors
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January 2021 – December 2022

AUDIT & RISK

HUMAN RESOURCE

Mr Koh Soo Keong

Miss Goh Lee Kian

Chairperson
Members

Mr Chia Ko Wen
Ms Magnus Stephanie
Mr Ng Chun Leong

BUILDING & FACILITIES

Chairperson

Ms Leong Soon Peng

Members

Mr Choo Kim Seng

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
& FUND-RAISING
Chairperson

Mrs Woo Chu Sin

Members

Mrs Ng Soo Kheng
Mrs Ong Esther
Ms Ow Yong Oi ( *with effect from March 2021 )

FINANCE

Chairperson
Members

Ms Goh Aileen ( *with effect from March 2021 )
Mr Lim Meng Wee
Miss Seah Yen Goon Diana
Mr Yeo Chin Hin Robert

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
Chairperson

Dr Chan Kin Ming

Members

Dr Clive Choo ( *with effect from March 2021 )
Mdm Ng Thai Lee
Dr Tan Wei Meng Lawrence ( *with effect from March 2021 )

MEDIFUND COMMITTEE

( 1 JULY 2019 TO 30 JUNE 2023 )

Chairperson

Mdm Ho Sau Kuen

Members

Mr Ho Boon Tong Samuel
Mr Tan Yong Hui Ashley
Ms Yip Peck Ngoh

Mr Yeow Ooh Teng ( *with effect from January 2021 )

SENIOR MANAGEMENT
Executive Director Ms Yip Moh Han

Members

Director (Nursing)

Ms Long Suh Hor Jane

Assistant Director
(Service Delivery)

Mr Leong Chin Sai Michael

Chairperson

Mr Ng Chun Leong
Mr Yeo Jin Qiang Joey

( appointed July 2011 )
( appointed October 2012 )

( appointed September 2016 )
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Singapore Christian Home (The Home) is governed by the Constitution of the
Society and is run in compliance with the Licensing & Regulatory requirements of
the Ministry of Health and adhere strictly to the guidelines the Code of Governance
for Charities and Institutions of Public Character. The Home’s Governance
Evaluation Checklist is available at www.charities.gov.sg. The Home is also a full
member of the National Council of Social Service (NCSS).
The Board of Directors are elected every 2 years during Annual General Meeting.
They provide stewardship and guide the Management in maintaining highest level
of accountability to advance the Home’s vision and mission. There were four (4)
Board of Directors’ meetings held at the close of 31 March 2021.
The Standing Committee comprises key office-bearer assists the management on
all matters of the Home between the meetings of the Board. All office-bearers, with
the exception of Treasurer and Assistant Treasurer, may be re-elected to the same
or related post for a consecutive term of office. Both the Treasurer and Assistant
Treasurer may be re-elected for a consecutive term as Assistant Treasurer and
Treasurer respectively, provided that no person shall serve more than 4 years
consecutively as either Treasurer and/or Assistant Treasurer, or vice versa. In
addition, the Treasurer and Assistant Treasurer may also be re-elected as any other
office-bearers for a consecutive term of office.
The various Sub-Committees, is each represented by a member of the Board of
Directors, to assist the Board in reviewing and deliberating on specific aspects of
running the Home.
The Board of Directors and Sub-Committees’ members do not receive any
remuneration from the Home and have no personal or vested interest in the
business of the Home.
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Attendance at Board and
Standing Committee Meetings
Standing
Committee
Meeting

Position

Board
Meeting

President





Vice President





Secretary





Assistant Secretary





Mr Yeow Ooh Teng

Treasurer





Mr Ng Chun Leong

Assistant Treasurer





Dr Chan Kin Ming

Director



Not Applicable

Mr Choo Kim Seng

Director



Not Applicable

Miss Goh Lee Kian

Director



Not Applicable

Mr Koh Soo Keong

Director



Not Applicable

Ms Ng Thai Lee

Director



Not Applicable

Name
Prof Wee Chow Hou
Mr Lim Meng Wee
Ms Leong Soon Peng
Mr Chia Ko Wen

Conflict of Interest Policy

All Directors, members and employees should immediately disclose to the Board of Directors
and Executive Director of all conflicts of interest that have occurred or may possibly occur as
soon as the Director is aware of a conflict or the possibility of a conflict. They are required to
make declaration of actual or potential conflicts of interest to the business of the Home and
as and when there is a situation of potential conflict of interest.

Whistleblowing Policy

Whistleblowing policy provides a platform for employee or any individual in good faith to disclose
any observed wrong-doings including fraud, control or compliance involving the Home’s
employee without fear of reprisal to Executive Director or the Board of Directors.

Risk Management Policy

The Audit & Risk Committee assists the Board in overseeing the Home’s policies, risk and
compliance matters.
The Home is an accredited bizSAFE Level 3 institution, there are processes of systematic
identification, assessment and monitoring of risks within the Home. Emphasis is placed on
timely incident escalation, investigation, resolution and reporting.
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1977

The Home was registered
under the name Singapore
Christian Home for the Aged.

1960

Singapore Christian Home was founded
by three Christian friends who took in
destittute ladies from the streets into their
home at 972-C Upper Thomson Road.

1993

On 23 November 1993,
the Home was granted
license to operate as a
33-bed nursing home.

1996

The Home moved to

Jalan Kayu and lodged
with Ju Eng Home.

2000

Moved to Jalan Tan
Tock Seng in 2000. Bed
Capacity increased to
75 in 2011.

2009

Minister of Health, Mr Khaw Boon Wan,
announced that Singapore Christian Home had
been allocated a new site in Sembawang.

2013

The Home finally shifted to a 248-bed
capacity building at Sembawang Crescent
in May 2013 where it took in the first cases
of male residents and respite cases. The
Home name was changed to “Singapore
Christian Home” to reflect the profile of
residents the Home will be looking after.
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2015

The Home piloted the Nursing
Home IT Enablement Program
( NHELP ), an initiative of the
Ministry of Health.

2014

Minister of Health, Mr Gan Kim Yong, officiated the
opening of Singapore Christian Home on 4 January 2014.
The Home implemented the Advanced Care Planning with
5 facilitators. Certified as ITE Approved Training Centre in
April 2014 and conducted the first ITE Skills Certificate in
Health Care ( Home Care ) in June 2014 for 15 staff.

2016

The Home completed its
first Additional and
Alternation works since
moving into Sembawang
Crescent in May 2013.

2017

Launch of patient ceiling hoists for resident
transfers. In the same year, a ward was
dedicated to the care of medically fragile
children and young persons.

2018

Collaboration with
National Kidney
Foundation to provide
care for haemodialysis
patients.

2019

10 registered nurses, funded by the Mdm Lau Eng Swan
Memorial Fund, attended the Basic Peritoneal Dialysis
Care Programme conducted by NKF. The staff were well
prepared when one of the haemodialysis resident was
converted to peritoneal dialysis.

2020

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the
Home responded swiftly to safeguard the
safety and well-being of the residents by
adhering to the government’s series of
safety measures.
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Knowing Our Work in Numbers
OUR RESIDENTS

80

60

40

20

260

0

Number of residents
served during the year

3
Residents 100 years
and above

Below 12

12-18

19-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

71-80

81-90

91-100 Above 100

Age of residents

30%

70%

Gender of residents

2
Youngest residents
at 3 years
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Knowing Our Work in Numbers
OUR RESIDENTS

0.9%

Ambulant with
minimal assistance

13,879 days

Longest length of stay

8

Number of residents
in special schools

26.7%

Generally Wheelchair bound
& requires help in all
daily activities

10

72.4%

Requires total assistance
and supervision in all
aspects of care

5 Haemodialysis
3 Automated Peritoneal Dialysis
2 Continuous Ambulatory Peritoneal Dialysis

Number of residents on dialysis

500

Medifund applications

109

Number of residents
who need befrienders
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Knowing Our Work in Numbers
OUR STAFF

80 years

Oldest staff

15 15

23 years

Staff 60 years
and above

67%

Youngest staff

Staff with at least
10 training hours

RESPONSES TO COVID-19

638

Swab tests

92%
Staff

74%

Residents

COVID-19 Vaccinations

164

Number of residents engaged in video calls
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When initial reports of ‘the cluster of cases of viral pneumonia of
unknown cause’ in Wuhan, China were made on 31 December 2019,
most people had little cause for concern, trusting the authorities and
the World Health Organisation to investigate its origins and deliberate
its potential for human-to-human transmission. For Singaporeans, it
would not be deemed unusual of the government to immediately
screen all in-bound travellers from Wuhan, quickly expanded
temperature screening of all travellers from China and swiftly set-up a
multi-ministerial task force to deal with the eventuality of the Wuhan
virus on Singapore's shores.

When you pass

through the waters, I
will be with you; and
when you pass through
the rivers, they will not
sweep over you. When
you walk through the
fire, you will not be
burned; the flames will
not set you ablaze.
ESV Isaiah 43:2

Life however was never the same after 2020 Lunar New Year
Celebrations when the disease outbreak response system condition
(DORSCON) was raised to Orange on 7 February, followed soon after
by the never before Circuit Breaker on 7 April.
It was then beyond belief that any outbreak that could be more
devastating and deadly than the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
(SARS) of 2003. While past pandemics like SARS and H1N1 cleared
after a few months, there was no end in sight for COVID-19.
Masks, sanitizers, hand-rubs, temperature taking, safe-entry, tracetogether, clusters, lock down, work from home, stay-home-notice,
quarantine, contact tracing, safe distancing measures, safe management measures, video conferencing, vaccinations, mRNA and PCR
became default vocabulary and the new normal of living.
As with everyone else, it was a grueling and difficult time for Singapore
Christian Home. Directives and instructions rolled out quickly to
contain the pandemic as it escalated and evolved. Safe distancing
measures had to be implemented within short notice. There were so
much unknown and uncertainties, fear of the disease, close
monitoring of residents, staff and families’ safety, worry over funds,
apprehension over securing dwindling market supplies of essentials
and concern over staff fatigue.
The Home had withstood the challenges and not encountered any
untoward incidents from the pandemic. This would not have been so
without the blessings of Serenity, Empathy, Benevolence and Fortitude
in times of adversity. And by the Grace of God, the Home will inherit the
Resilience to move into the new normal when the pandemic passes.
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Serenity

Do not be anxious

about anything, but in
everything by prayer and
supplication with
thanksgiving let your
requests be made known
to God. And the peace of
God, which surpasses all
understanding, will guard
your hearts and your
minds in Christ Jesus.
ESV Philippians 4:6-7

Every day, Mdm Teo reminded herself as to why the staff cannot
take her to the court yard at Level 2 for morning exercises, why
she cannot meet her friends from the other wards for activities
like bingo and singing, why her favourite ladies from Coffee
Corner no longer visited and why the volunteer hairdressers were
unable to trim her hair anymore. She also remembered that it had
been such a long time since she had been anywhere other than
for her medical appointments. If her memory did not fail, her last
outings were in Year 2020; Lunar New Year shopping at Chong
Pang Market in January and a walk in Canberra Park, just across
the road, in February. Last year, she did not even have a chance
to see the Christmas Light-up at Orchard Road, an event she so
looked forward to. Mdm Teo missed admiring the beautiful lights
and soaking in the festive atmosphere with other residents and
volunteers.
Though sad, disappointed and at times very bored, Mdm Teo
understood that all the restrictions were due to the COVID-19
that could make elderly people like her very sick. She read the
newspapers and from news on TV, saw daily reports of many
people were infected and died from the disease. The staff also
explained to her that the restrictions were to keep them safe and
constantly reminded her to maintain a safe distance from others
and observe good personal hygiene.
Adhering to safe distancing and management measures and with
all volunteer presence brought to a halt, the Home engaged the
residents in various activities and programmes to help them adjust
to the changes and maintain a sense of normalcy.
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Serenity
For a start, the staff kept to the regular in-house schedule such as
morning exercises, table games, handicraft and cooking sessions,
albeit with modifications. Activities were kept within the wards and
participants kept to small groups.

Keeping residents healthy.

Residents engaged in table top games,
comforted by each other’s company.
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Serenity
Food preperation and eating
together always cheered residents.

Keep calm and make art

The Home further ensured that festive occasions do not pass without celebrations and
important occasions were observed. 4 residents for example, very proudly exercised their
rights to vote at the General Election on 10 July 2020.
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Serenity
The Home also rejoiced with Mdm Tan S C and her
family when she declared her faith with her baptism in
December 2020.

Despite the unrest and concerns in the community over the pandemic, the
Home’s faithful volunteers selflessly stepped forth with virtual events and
celebrations. Therefore, although there were many changes, residents were
regularly engaged by staff and virtual volunteers.
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Serenity
‘Of course, I can understand why my
family cannot visit me during this period.
The Home is protecting us’
Resident Mdm Hoi
Before the pandemic, Mdm Tang’s children visited regularly. Son Ah Meng in particular,
would visit weekly, bringing her home cooked and favourite hawker food. Ah Meng, often
accompanied by his wife and sometimes his children, fed Mdm Tang, massaged her feet,
talked to her and other residents and wheeled her for a walk in the car park. Mdm Tang
was very happy after each visit. There were also occasions when Ah Meng took her home
for the weekends.
Mdm Tang’s routine was suddenly unsettled. Her children visited singly and they could
only stay for a short while. There was also nearly 3 months when no visitors were allowed.
Mdm Tang had not seen her daughter-in-law and grandchildren for some time. Most of
all, she could not have her kway teow soup at the hawker centre when Ah Meng took her
on home leave.
Restrictions to only one visitor at a time when DORSCON alert was raised to Orange in
February 2020. Residents who had more visitors were more affected because further
restrictions, including the policy of designated visitors was introduced.
To help residents and their families keep in touch during the circuit breaker, staff arranged
for them to meet over video calls. Residents who can communicate and be engaged were
thrilled with the novelty of devices.

‘I really miss my family. However, I am glad to be able to
make video calls with my family members regularly. We can
talk, see each other and I assure them that I am well’
Resident Mr Eu
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Serenity
Video calls are however not a suitable mode of communications
for everyone. Other than incompatible devices, no data plan or
no video call platforms, there were many next-of-kin who were
unfamiliar with digital devices. Staff helped by calling them but
some did not know how to pick up the calls. It was not uncommon
for video calls to be dropped mid-way.
A large number of residents were less aware of their environment.
It was challenging for their family members to communicate with
them as the residents may just not be in the mood, refused to be
engaged, looked away and pushed aside the tablets despite staff
prompting and encouragement.
The routines of the younger residents were similarly disrupted
by the changes. Parents who visited daily or frequently were
understandably distraught with the restrictions. The staff
consciously spent more personal time with each child to make
up for their parents’ absence.
When 8 children transited to Home-Based Learning while the
schools were closed, the staff took to guiding the children with
their on-line learning. When school resumed, getting the children
to wear and keep their masks on was a tall order. Children are
adaptable and over time, they got used to their masks. It helped
that their masks were colourful and attractive.
Other than observing and implementing the safe distancing
and management measures, the Home actively promoted the
vaccination programme for residents. As at 31 March 2021, more
than 74% of residents were vaccinated.
It had not been an easy time for residents. Despite their initial
annoyance and unrest, the residents have settled calmly into a
new routine.
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Empathy
For the residents and their family members, the most difficult part
of the year were the restrictions in visitations and missing out on
family get-togethers.

Let each of you look

not only to his own
interests, but also to the
interests of others.
ESV Philippians 2:4

Prior to the pandemic, it was easy for family members to visit,
accompanied by younger children, friends and such. Since late
January 2020, visitors were subjected to screening on travel
history, temperature scanning, health and contact declarations,
restrictions to times and duration of visits, designated visitors,
hand hygiene and for 3 months from April to June, totally no
visitations.
Most families have an established schedule and routine during
visits; bringing food and feeding residents, having a relaxing visit
over the weekend or spending time with residents after their work
day. During visits, family members could take the residents to the
roof garden, the court yard and the car park for a walk, gather at
the Multi-purpose Hall for a meal or sit quietly at their bedsides.
Family members, familiar with staff at the registration counter,
would often banter and ask after each other.
Family members were understandably upset and at times agitated
by the changes, often carried out at short notice. Families were
anxious over residents, especially those who visited daily, as they
could not participate in the care of residents or assure residents
of their concern over them. Some visitors felt the screenings
intrusive, the restrictions unreasonable, their routines disrupted,
they were very inconvenienced and unhappy that they may only
sit at an assigned spot in the ward. There were occasions when
visitors were reminded that time was up as the next visitor was
waiting for their turn to enter the ward.
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Empathy
Although the Home facilitated video calls for residents with their family members, preference
for physical visits prevailed. Family members could not engage residents during video calls,
particularly those with limited abilities to communicate. Parents too yearned to touch, cuddle
and hug their children.
However, as the pandemic spread and became increasingly serious, family members bravely lay
aside their worries and unhappiness to support and encourage the staff in the care of residents.
Family members co-ordinated among themselves on the designated visitors, adjusted their
schedules to fall within the available visitation times and take video calls. When given opportunities
to observe special occasions like Lunar New Year and Hari Raya Puasa, even under very
restrictive conditions, family members rendered their fullest co-operation and strictly observed all
requirements.
Other than graciously accepting the changes to visitations, family members would check with
staff how they were, encouraged them to look after themselves and keep safe. Despite their
financial limitations, family members would send tokens of appreciation like a box of pastries
or some confectionary to thank the staff. These were shared with residents in the ward.
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Dear all,
On behalf of my family, I want to thank you
for your sympathy, kindness, prayers and
thoughts after the death of my mother, Mdm
Sing. Thank you so much for taking care of
my mother for the past 6 years she had been
at SCH. I appreciate it. Thank you.
Warm regards, Lim M L
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Empathy
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Dear Sir/Ms,
On 18 Sep 2020, I lost my beloved mom,
Mdm Cheong. She had spent the last three
years of her life at Singapore Christian
Home. I would like to express my sincere
thanks and appreciation to the staff. They
are all truly phenomenal caregivers. Thanks
to all. I will never forget your kindness. To
me, it is absolute proof that angels do walk
among us. I will keep you all in my prayers,
and may God bless you abundantly.
Yours sincerely
Jenny Tan
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Special arrangements were made for very ill residents where more family members and
increased visitations were allowed.
Family members’ recognition of the care rendered to residents, their awareness of the
work undertaken by the staff during the pandemic, their encouragement and support are
heart-warming to the front-line staff.
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Empathy
Volunteers are an invaluable resource in the
running of the Home. Volunteers with their selfless
spirit, personalise care through befriending,
activities, outings, personal grooming and outreach to residents. Due to their attendance
to residents, volunteers fully appreciated the
difficulties and responsibilities that staff had to
undertake when all volunteer programmes and
engagement were suspended.
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‘Due to the COVID19 situation, physica
l
volunteering was dis
allowed. However, I
would
like to give kudos to
the staff. They have
tried
every effort to make
the residents feel no
t
neglected by constan
tly organising activiti
es
whenever there is a
chance.’
Befriender Ms Judy

Volunteers kept in touch with the staff regularly,
checking on the well-being of residents and staff,
asking for updates on when they could resume
their activities and assuring staff that they were
only a call away if help were needed.

Volunteers’ insight to the challenges faced by staff, their readiness to render
assistance and their genuine concern energised staff to soldier on and overcome
the difficulties of the pandemic.
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Benevolence

And God is able to

make all grace abound
to you, so that having
all sufficiency[a] in all
things at all times, you
may abound in every
good work.

ESV 2 Corinthians 9:8

After the first confirmed case was reported on 23 January 2020,
the public went into panic mode, buying up masks, thermometers
and hand sanitisers. The media reported long queues and empty
shelves. Mass demand led to prices spiralling beyond expectation.
A box of 50 surgical masks that normally costs about $12
increased by 4 times to at least $50. There were overall alarm
and fears. Due to the surge in global demand and disruption in
supplies, there was a shortage of masks, sanitisers, gloves and
thermometers in the market.
At the Home, use of masks was enforced for all staff, and where
possible, residents too. The hand hygiene regime was also
intensified, among the various infection control measures to
keep residents and staff safe. While the team from Agency for
Integrated Care was invaluable in procuring a steady stream of
supplementary supplies for nursing homes, the Home exercised
close monitoring over stock and actively sourced for supplies as a
result of the imperative expanded numbers of users, uncertainties
in supplies and price hikes of masks.
The Home was blessed with the generous and spontaneous
donations of masks and sanitisers. Members of the public
would stop by the Home with boxes of masks, well-wishers
and suppliers e-mailed with donations of masks and supporters
reached out to their friends and contacts for more. Without their
kindness and gifts, the Home would not have sufficient masks
and sanitisers to tide through the crisis.
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Benevolence
During the Circuit Breaker, only urgent and emergency dental treatment were carried
out. As such dentists were seeing fewer patients and using fewer masks. A group of
us dentists decided to donate our masks so that others who need them more may have
them. We thought surgical masks would come in handy in nursing homes. Singapore
Christian Home being a voluntary welfare home is on our mind.
Dr Tan Peng Hui
Dentists No Masks

With the suspension of visits and restrictions to the number of visitors
that each resident may receive, residents and their family members were
stopped from face-to-face meetings. The Home turned to using video
calls to enable residents communicate with their family members. Staff
had also to introduce digital games and activities to engage residents
on a one-to-one basis in view of social distancing. It was challenging
to roster the use of the Home’s limited number of tablets available for
residents’ use. Staff were tired out having to raise their voices in order to
be heard since residents were seated further apart.
The Home received donations of tablets and a portable PA system from
Class of 65 St Hilda’s School, Hillcrest Fellowship of St Hilda’s Church
and LifeHouse Singapore as well as repurposed tablets through the
Agency for Integrated Care. The donations were a lifeline to the Home.

Singapore Christian Home, one of the benefitting agencies
supported by the President’s Challenge 2020, hosted a virtual visit
for Mdm President Halimah Binte Yacob on 14 May 2021.
Residents were very touched by Mdm President’s sincerity and
warmth as she enquired how they were coping amid the outbreak.
Mdm President was introduced to the children and staff from the
Children and Young Persons’ Ward that the President Charity was
supporting. Staff were not forgotten as Mdm President expressed
her support and appreciation for their continued care of the
residents in spite of heightened risks.
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The Home was committed to keeping residents engaged and helping
them maintain normalcy despite the escalation of the pandemic in the
community. However, due to the various safety measures and restrictions, all activities and programmes, despite being very much lower
keyed, demanded more planning, logistics and manpower support.
Members of Tabernacle of Joy, Mrs Woo & Ladies of Coffee Corner,
Lioness Club, Singapore ACE Seniors, Covenant Community
Methodist Church, Annie & Friends and Mr Raymond Ler had faithfully
volunteered with the Home for many years. When volunteer activities
were suspended, they kept in touch with the Home, encouraged staff
and explored opportunities where they could be of assistance. When
the opportunity arose, they responded readily and promptly. When
their presence was needed, they were a call away.
Volunteers too modified their programmes to cater to the evolving
situation and their ability to adapt was amazing. Mrs Woo and the
ladies from Lioness Club had a virtual Christmas Celebration but had
an on-site Lunar New Year gathering. Others like Christina gathered her
friends to make dumplings and mooncakes to ensure that residents did
not miss out on festive celebrations. Annie never failed to bring joy with
the gorgeous bouquets of fresh flowers she put together. Each and
every of the volunteers were generous with their time, resources and
support which made the work of the Home so much more effortless
and fruitful.
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For the last 6 years, it is our greatest honour for Singapore Christian Home to partner
us in reaching out to the residents. It was one of our most memorable and blessed
journeys. However, everything paused when the COVID-19 pandemic hit our land in
2020, but our love and hearts for the residents did not cease. Let us continue to pray for
the wellbeing of the staff and residents during this challenging time. We are confident
we will emerge stronger to resist any adversity together. All glory to Jesus.

Since residents could not go for their Lunar New
Year shopping, led by ACE Seniors, the volunteers
organised a Chinese New Year Carnival where
shopping carts were brought to the wards and
play-currency were issued to residents to buy festive
goodies, play games and pose for pictures. While
it was heart warming to see residents enjoying
themselves, it was even more inspiring to witness
volunteers from different groups coming together for
the common goal of reaching out to residents and
supporting the Home.

Mr Eric Yong
Tabernacle of Joy

Many kind and generous people came forward with goodie bags, treats
and festive items for residents and staff.
Members of Northlight@Sembawang from Wesley Methodist Church
marked Children’s Day for the young residents with party treats, refreshments and decorations.
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Residents and staff had the biggest ‘Wow Moment’ receiving and
opening their Christmas gifts from the Class of 65 St Hilda’s School
and Hillcrest Fellowship of St Hilda’s Church. Each gift box was clearly
thoughtfully and generously filled according to the needs of the
recipient. The care in wrapping each item and effort
taken to deliver the gifts to the Home spoke of the
kindness and authenticity of the givers. Most of
residents and staff had never received such a grand
and lovely gift. They felt special.

Due to the Circuit Breaker, the schools were closed. Having less
activities to expend their energies being naturally curious but less aware
of safety concerns, some of the children took to playing with switches,
bed remote controls and gadgets. A family stepped-in to build a play
room for the children and subsequently set up the Charis Fund to
support the work with special needs children.
Indeed, the love, kindness and generosity from volunteers, friends and
people greatly warmed the hearts of staff and spurred the Home on.
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Fortitude
Making sacrifices was very much a part and parcel of life for
staff since the outbreak of the pandemic. Despite the on-going
uncertainties and their personal challenges, staff remained
steadfast in rendering care to residents.

Be strong and

courageous. Do not fear
or be in dread of them, for
it is the Lord your God
who goes with you. He
will not leave you or
forsake you.
ESV Deuteronomy 31:6

About 60% of the Home’s workforce were from the Philippines,
Myanmar, India and Malaysia. For some, they have not been
back to their home country for about 4 years. They worried
over the safety of their family members, despaired over adverse
reports of the pandemic and political turmoil back home, pained
at their absence when their families were suffering and grieved
quietly when family members fell sick or passed on.
It was similarly difficult for colleagues who used to commute
daily for work from Johor Bahru. When Malaysia announced
closure of its borders from 18 March 2020 and their citizens were
not allowed to leave the country, staff who were affected had
to, within a day, decide whether to remain in Malaysia and not
know when they could resume work or find accommodations in
Singapore during the lock-down.
While the staff could return to their home country, most were held
back by the necessity to work as their families relied on them. The
costs of travel, quarantine requirements and even the uncertainty
of their being able to return to work in Singapore dispelled all
hopes of home leave. Video calls, skype and all other mediums
of virtual communications could not ease their sadness at being
away from and longing to be with their loved ones.
Each and every staff yearn for and look forward to the day they
could embrace their family members physically. Yet, they rose to
the call of duty, stayed positive and found goodness and humour
in times of adversity.
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I have not seen my family for more than 4 years. Though we have to sacrifice
in this pandemic, I cherished a lot of different experiences such as,
my first time staying in a very nice hotel, making new friends among my
colleagues and learning to be more humble.
I gained weight and saved money during this time.
I hope I can go home soon after COVID-19
Nursing Aide
Naw Bway Phaw Wah

When changes were made, some next of kin out
of concern over residents and at times, under the
impression that the Home was unreasonable and rigid,
repeatedly questioned staff on the new requirements.
There were those who were reluctant to comply with the
advisories and staff had to patiently reiterate to them
the reasons for the safety measures. Some residents,
having their routines disrupted, became unhappy and
complained to their families of poor treatment by staff.
Although heavy-hearted with concerns of their families
far away, the staff maintained a brave front, carried out
their duties professionally and took on new assignments
without a murmur. Staff helped residents make video
calls to their families, conducted activities in the absence
of volunteers and some even had to assist the children
with home-based learning when the schools were
closed.
The Facilities team were often mobilised at short notice
to set-up screening stations, prepare ancillary services
and implement changes in cleaning and infection control
procedures as the pandemic evolved. They worked
closely with the outsourced cleaning services vendor to
ensure that the cleaning regime and frequency complied
with all safety and infection control requirements.
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During the pandemic, we have to do our part, follow COVID-19
health advice and sacrifice to protect our residents
Staff Nurse Arada John Lois

Other staff too were affected. To enable the ward staff concentrate on carrying out the required
stepped-up infection control and safety measures, non-direct care staff were deployed for
residents’ engagement activities, rostered for visitor and temperature screening duties, sourced
accommodations for staff who had to be rehoused, attended to queries and such.
The Home was very concerned over the highly vulnerable elderly staff who reported for duty
without fail, throughout the pandemic, even during the circuit breaker period. Without them,
manpower would be affected and operations would be very much disrupted. However, the risk
of them commuting to work was worrying.
During the Circuit Breaker, I was very worried about the situation. When there were more and
more cases, I was afraid that the same thing would happen to the Home. Nevertheless, we all
pressed on and followed the safety measures. We only worked within our ward, there was no
interaction with other ward staff. Every day we travelled between work and home and refrained
from seeing my other family members. I felt so happy when we all tested negative for the
COVID-19. I thanked God for we are working in a safe environment.
Care Support Mdm Avtar Kaur 68 years

Yet, there was not a single request to be excused from work or for special arrangements to be
made. The courage and dedication of the Home’s matured workers were humbling.
All staff were required to observe strict social distancing and safety measures. Therefore, they
were strongly discouraged from meeting family members who were not from the same
households and restrict engagement or activities outside work. Staff, despite the heightened
risks exposure, especially for those with young children and vulnerable elderly at home, calmly
accepted the situation and did their best to ensure the undisrupted operations of the Home.
The staff banded together, placing aside their personal concerns. When colleagues resigned,
though their morale were affected, forged on bravely
Following an MOH advisory on new guidelines for accommodations, resident-facing staff were
directed to move to protected-living environments in either on-site facilities or at designated
accommodations to further reduce their exposure to COVID-19 risks in the community.
As the Home did not have adequate on-site lodging facilities that met new accommodations
guidelines for health-care workers, 50 care staff were relocated to an approved site for more
than a month. Concurrently, the affected staff were reassigned rental accommodations that
minimised potential of cross infection among staff.
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It was an extremely emotionally fraught exercise because the affected staff were moved
to a designated accommodation within very short notice, after which, uprooted and
displaced from their original accommodations. They were assisted to find new rental
accommodations that complied with requirements and had to be paired with room-mates
who were colleagues from the same ward. The changes were fast and furious. Though
unsettled, the staff took the changes in their stride.
As the pandemic continued, staffing became an uphill battle. There were resignations
but replacements were hard to find due to travel restrictions and political instability in
countries that are sources of labour. The situation was further aggravated by medical
leave for staff with indications of acute respiratory infection symptoms. Though fatigued,
the staff worked overtime, rescheduled their off-days and leave to ensure that the care
of residents were not compromised.
Despite the fears, anxieties and uncertainties with the pandemic and the consequent
limitations, the Home continued to conduct its operations to its best of its abilities.
With movements across healthcare institutions to be avoided, consultations for
medication, dietetics and patient care were moved either to tele or video platforms.
The services of the team of in-house doctors and visiting psychogeriatrician were
undisrupted, albeit with various precautionary measures in place.
Consistent, balanced and well-prepared meals are essential and important for residents
and staff. To increase productivity and efficiency of kitchen operations and in turn,
improve the quality of the meals served, the Home enlisted the services of the food
consultant that was formerly engaged under AIC’s Chef Partnership Programme. The
scope included menu review, food testing, drawing up recipes, reviewing work processes
and labour-saving food preparation. With the improvement in work processes and
standardization in meal preparation, the kitchen served more consistent and varied meals
that led to a fall of about 20% in food wastage.
With all physical meet-ups curtailed, meetings and
trainings were moved to the virtual platform. Staff acquired
skills and became more adapt and savvy in navigating
applications that were formerly totally new to them.
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Staff learning did not ease. In-service trainings were boosted to ensure that staff were kept
abreast and trained in the latest care and infection control requirements.
The Home is a member of the GeriCare for NH@North programme led by Khoo Teck Puat
Hospital, to enhance quality of care for nursing home residents through improving end of life
care and implementing an Advance Care Planning programme in the nursing homes.
Staff Nurses Sung Za Ting and Suminguit Ian Eguaras
successfully completed the approximately 32-hour
TeleGeriatrics Nurse Training Course in July 2020 while
Senior Staff Nurse Khee Lar and Staff Nurse Sau Lung
graduated from the and the 40-hour Palliative Care Course
for Long-Term Care Nurses, excluding the 5 hour Objective
Structured Clinical Examination in September 2020.
14 Nursing Aides and 1 Health Attendant signed up for the
7th Intake of the Home’s ITE Skills Certificate in Health Care
(Home Care) that was rolled out in May 2020. Staff had 120
hours of classroom training and between 1000 to 1720 hours
of On-the-Job Training, depending on their qualifications.
Miss Grace Fong Senior Assistant (Facilities) and Mr Naing Win Aung Senior Health Attendant
(Facilities) both completed their Higher NITEC in Technology Facility Management in October
2020.
Miss Lim Boon Shine Social Worker, sponsored under the Community Care Manpower
Development Award was conferred Master of Social Work by the Singapore University of Social
Science in September 2020.
The Workplace Safety and Health Council renewed the Home’s bizSAFE Level 3 certificate for
another 2 years, till 1 January 2023. It was the outcome of consistent and diligent follow-up to
monthly inspections of fire and workplace safety and regular staff training.
Yishun Fire Station conducted a joint day fire drill exercise at the Home in November 2020. It was
a very good experience for the Home’s Company Emergency Response Team. While commended
for their steady response and understanding of firefighting and evacuation requirements, the team
was encouraged to improve on their speed of donning their Personal Protective Equipment.
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Although unable to congregate as a Home, staff bonded through virtual celebrations.
The staff gathered virtually for Nurses Day and each ward shared a video clip on
what they learnt during COVID-19. The pandemic also did not deter the staff to carry
on with their annual Christmas Ward Decoration competition with recycled items,
sing-along, send wishes and celebrate virtually.

Each and every of the staff had acted instinctively and spontaneously, often beyond
their call of duty, during the difficult period. They responded co-operatively and in
good spirits when new requirements were rolled out at short notice, giving their best
shot to ensure that residents and their colleagues were well. Even when the crisis
peaked, there was no occasion of staff requesting to be excused or stepping back
out of fear of the situation.
Staff Nurse Ernestine’s reflection of her experience encapsulated the fortitude of the
staff in coping with adversity.
It was a very busy time for the care staff as there were no volunteers, no outings and almost no
visitors. We were the ones to comfort residents when they were restless or when they missed their
family members. We also had to take on additional duties and precautions to make sure the residents
are safe and well.
As care staff, we were required to make adjustments for the accommodations. I moved from my
rental room where I stayed alone to a hotel for a month. Except to collect our meals, do our laundry
and report for work and remit money home, we did not leave the hotel room. The Home arranged
transport to pick us up from the hotel and send us back after duty.
After the hotel stay, I had to move to a new rental unit as I could only share accommodations with
colleagues from the same ward. We all had to adjust as privacy was compromised.
To minimise any risk of exposure from the community and keep ourselves safe to perform our work,
we mostly stayed home after duty. Sometimes I felt there was no outlet to release my stress.
Nevertheless, as a nurse, I totally understand all the measures taken and that they were necessary to
fight the virus. I hope in the near future, we all can go back to normal.
Staff Nurse Tuliao Ernestine
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As at 31 March 2021, the pandemic presented no signs of
abatement and the fight against COVID-19 was far from over.
Globally, new COVID-19 cases and numbers of deaths mounted.
South East Asia was reported to be among regions with the
largest increases in cases.

Have I not commanded

you? Be strong and
courageous. Do not be
frightened, and do not be
dismayed, for the Lord
your God is with you
wherever you go.
ESV Joshua 1:9

There were many changes at the Home since February 2020
that had evolved to becoming the new standards of work, such
as staff and visitor screening, work zoning, safety measures
and infection control processes, adoption of tele and video
conferencing for professional consultations, meetings, trainings,
pre-admission assessments and family engagements and move
to online financial and procurement transactions. Many invaluable
lessons and experiences were acquired.
MOH/AIC provided leadership and direction on management
and response to the evolving pandemic situation through prompt
advisories, guidelines, consultations and webinars. They also
availed themselves to queries whenever needed. Nevertheless,
staff had to assess, make judgement calls and adapt accordingly
as there were limitations and restrictions to modifying or adjusting
in view of the Home’s condition, capacities and physical layout.
The experience also highlighted the necessity to step-up on
the Home’s information technology capabilities, review of
work processes and space use and rethink assumptions and
framework to manpower. The Home had as a result, included in
its plans for the coming year, a new isolation room, solutioning to
more effective and less labour-reliant controls and monitoring of
movement in and out of the premises, improving staff dormitories
and refreshing the access points for Wi-Fi connection and
exploring avenues that are suitable for the residents to ensure
that they remain connected.
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The Home had also purposefully encouraged residents and staff to be vaccinated.
By March 2021, 74% of residents and 92% of staff were vaccinated.
The Home had responded to the pandemic with adaptability and fortitude.
Whenever announcements were made on measures to contain or manage the
pandemic, there would inevitably be unhappiness; concerns over constraints
to dining out, laments on travel restrictions, inconveniences of screening and
contact tracing, infringements of privacy, deliberations on efficacy and safety of
each vaccine and such. It was not uncommon to read reports on how people
devised ways to beat the restrictions or circulated materials in the social media
without verification.
COVID-19 will not be ending soon nor will it be the last outbreak or pandemic to
affect Singapore.
The Home appeal to all, in whatever they do when having to observe safety
measures or making decisions in vaccinations, to remember; residents like Mdm
Teo and Mdm Tang who have been literally confined for the past year, their family
members who struggle with the restrictions of visits, staff like Bway Wah, Arada
John and Ernestine who have not been home for years and soldier on faithfully to
care for the residents, the staff who grieve silently when their families back home
fall ill or passed on, Avtar who despite her age, vulnerability and risks, report for
duty faithfully to ensure that the Home’s operations were not disrupted and the
countless sacrifices made by the silent angels while the pandemic continued.
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Income & Expenditure for the period
from 1 Apr 2020 - 31 March 2021

FY 20 / 21
S$

FY 19 / 20
S$

Variance

532,058

612,935

(80,877)

Programme Fees

2,016,420

2,003,848

12,572

Government Grant
& Subsidies

8,015,356

6,466,257

1,549,099

Investment Income

103,324

118,942

(15,618)

Other Income

18,940

11,136

7,804

10,686,098

9,213,118

1,472,980

Expenditure on Manpower

(5,495,720)

(5,519,582)

23,862

Other Operating Expenditure

(4,001,764)

(3,670,284)

(331,480)

1,188,614

23,252

1,165,362

Income
Donations

Less Expenditure

The Home marked a healthy surplus of funds in the FY ending on 31 March 2021, largely
due to the various Covid-19 related government grants given to the home during the year.
Despite the gloomy outlook on global economic situation, donations were not significantly
affected. The Home is grateful to donors’ faithful and generous support during the
challenging time.
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The Home is grateful for the generosity and faithfulness of donors and well-wishers.

EXPENDITURE - FY20/21 vs FY19/20
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$0

Expenditure on Manpower
FY 20 / 21

Other Operating Expenditure
FY 19 / 20

Although there was an increase in total expenses, it was due largely to providing hotel
accommodation and transport for resident-facing staff during the Circuit Breaker. The
expenses were sufficiently covered by the COVID-19 related government grants.
Other operating expenditure, aside from increases for personal protective equipment and
sanitation supplies, remained stable as the Home strove to keep up with normal operation.
Significant surge in expenditure for manpower and healthcare related expenses were
anticipated for the coming years in view of the infection control measures for the on-going
pandemic, revised foreign workers levy and the salary adjustments for staff retention and
to attract more local workforce into the sector.
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